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Metro construction is normally carried out in complex engineering geological environment, so it can generate various risk events.
In the process of metro construction, a scientific risk dynamic analysis is indispensable to reduce and control risks. In order to
analyze the risk in metro construction more scientifically and reasonably, in this study, a new risk dynamic analysis method for
metro construction is proposed using statistical process control. *e method can analyse the risk level according to the process’s
capacity index and identify the characteristics of risk variation according to the statistical control chart. *e risk level and the
characteristic of risks may vary with dynamical updating of monitoring data, so the conclusion of risk evaluation for a time
interval can be drawn and corresponding safety measures can be ascertained.*e method ushers statistical process control, so the
random factors in risk evolution can be considered fully. *en, the method is applied to the risk analysis of shield construction
under the Beijing-Tianjin intercity railway in Beijing Metro Line 8, a typical risk problem in the traffic construction.*e variation
of the risk level and the characteristic of risks can be evaluated reasonably because the dynamical randomness is considered.
Moreover, whether risk control measures should be taken and what the effective measures are can be ascertained explicitly.

1. Introduction

Metro construction projects contain many potential risks
normally. Risk analysis aims to ascertain risk level and
corresponding engineering measures. *erefore, risk anal-
ysis is an indispensable method for reducing and controlling
risk [1–3]. According to the guidelines or criteria on en-
gineering risk, risk analysis should be executed based on the
corresponding indexes of different phases [4, 5].

*e monitoring data are important indexes of risk
analysis during the construction phase. So, risk analysis
based on monitoring data is normally executed in the
process of metro construction [6–9]. In existing case studies,
the risk analysis method consists of two key stages. First of
all, the controlling threshold of monitoring data must be
ascertained based on experience, experiment, and numerical
simulation [6–13]. And then, the risk level can be evaluated

based on the ratio of the maximum monitoring value to the
threshold [7, 14, 15]. *e ratio usually varies with metro
construction, so the risk level evaluated may vary dynam-
ically. *is idea about risk dynamic analysis can be used
reasonably, simply, and conveniently in actual metro
projects. However, the idea focuses on the maximum
monitoring data during construction, and the variation
characteristics of monitoring data cannot be considered
fully. Especially, the dynamic randomness of data cannot be
taken into account.

To consider the dynamic randomness of monitoring
data, this study utilizes the statistical process control (SPC)
method to evaluate the risk level during metro construction.
*e SPC method was invented by Shewhart, an American
applied statistician, in the 1920s. *is method was initially
used in American war industrial production during the
Second World War. After the war, Japanese civil industry
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adopted this method widely. It led to the rapid recovery of
the national productivity and economy. Since then, the SPC
method was paid attention gradually and used widely by
western industrial enterprises [16, 17]. Some scholars made
the improvements and applications for SPC. For example,
He et al. [18], Zhang and Cheng [19], and Ramadan [20]
improved different control charts based on different prac-
tical demands. He et al. [21, 22] proposed, respectively, the
risk analysis method and the optimization model for quality
control of the proces by combing the SPC method. After
years of development, the SPC method has become a mature
tool in modern industrial quality control.

In civil engineering, the SPC method was used in health
monitoring of bridges [23, 24] and quality or cost control of
construction materials [25, 26]. However, SPC is seldom used
in the risk analysis of metro construction. *e SPC method
considers dynamic randomness of process evolution rea-
sonably; therefore, the use of SPC in the engineering risk
analysis should be considered. In this study, a new risk dy-
namic analysis (RDA) method of metro construction based
on SPC will be proposed. *e method can be referred by risk
monitoring and analysis of various geotechnical engineering.

2. Statistical Process Control

2.1. Principle of the SPC Method. SPC is an analysis and
control method of process evolution based on statistical
inference. For a process evolution, the variation of corre-
sponding data could consist of two parts. *e first one is the
random wave caused by random factors, and the second one
is the trend variation caused by systematical factors. SPC
aims to identify the characteristics of the variation and
analyze the process reasonably, based on the concepts as
follows.

(1) If the variation of corresponding data is only effected
by random factors, the data should obey normal
distribution. *e process is considered to be con-
trolled stably. *is is called Normality Assumption.

(2) If the data obey a normal distribution N (μ, σ2), the
probability that the data are in the interval [μ − 3σ,
μ+ 3σ] is 99.73%. *is is called 3σ Criterion.

(3) *e probability that the data are not in the interval
[μ − 3σ, μ+ 3σ] is 0.27%. *e probability is very
small. *erefore, a process evolution is not consid-
ered to be controlled stably if some data are not in the
interval [μ − 3σ, μ+ 3σ]. *is is called the principle of
nonoccurrence for a small probability event.

*ese concepts are also called 3σ Criterion of Quality
Control.

2.2. Execution of the SPC Method. *e SPC method is exe-
cuted from two aspects as follows.

(1) One is called the statistical control chart (SCC)
analysis. *e SCC analysis aims to ascertain whether
a process evolution is controlled stably. Control line
is the key of SCC, and it is ascertained based on 3σ

Criterion of Quality Control. By comparing control
line and the data of a process, whether a process
evolution is controlled stably can be ascertained.

(2) *e other is called the process capacity index (PCI)
analysis. PCI analysis aims to ascertain whether a
process accords with expected requirement. PCI can
be calculated based on 3σ Criterion of Quality
Control also. PCI corresponds with the probability
that a process accords with requirement. *e larger
the PCI is, the larger the probability is.

According to the two aspects, the SPC method ascer-
tains, respectively, whether a process evolution is controlled
stably and whether a process accords with requirement.

3. Risk Dynamic Analysis Based on SPC

3.1. 4e Idea for the Application of SPC. As the description
in Section 1, the existing risk analysis for metro construction
focuses on some special data, and the variation character-
istics of data cannot be considered sufficiently. Moreover,
the consideration for randomness is the key of risk analysis,
but the existing risk analysis cannot consider the random-
ness fully. SPC analyses the process based on statistical
inference, so it can improve these deficiencies from the
aspects as follows.

(1) SPC can ascertain the probability that a process
accords with requirement, and the probability is a
reasonable index of the risk level analysis.

(2) SPC can ascertain the stability of process evolution
based on the analysis for dynamic randomness, and
it corresponds to the characteristics of dynamic risk
variation.

(3) SPC analyses the process based on the dynamic
update of data, and it corresponds to the charac-
teristics and demands of metro construction.

3.2.4e Idea of the RDAMethod. RDA can be built by using
the SPC method. According to the monitoring data of
settlement, RDA evaluates risks based on the two aspects.

(1) Risk level analysis (RLA): the PCI of the data in a
time interval can be calculated, so the corresponding
failure probability can be calculated. According to
the probability, the risk level of metro construction
in the time interval can be obtained.

(2) Risk variation identification (RVI): the SCC of the
data in a time interval can be built, so whether the
data variation is affected by systematical factors can
be ascertained. According to the conclusion, whether
risk variation of metro construction is controlled
stably in the time interval can be obtained.

Based on these two aspects, the reasonable engineering
measures in the time interval can be ascertained.

3.3. 4e Procedure of the RDA Method. RDA is a dynamic
analysis method for metro construction. It will repeat some
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analysis processes as updatingmonitoring data duringmetro
construction.*e general steps of RDA are shown as follows.

Part A: risk identification, the basics of RDA:

(1) According to the characteristics of metro engi-
neering, the engineering structures undertaking
risks and the characteristics of risks are ascertained.

(2) According to the engineering structures under-
taking risks, the corresponding observation points
of settlement monitoring are determined.

(3) According to all the characteristics of structures
undertaking risks, codes, guidelines, engineering
experiences, and research findings, every risk loss
classification (RLC) and the corresponding control
thresholds of settlement are ascertained.

Part B: risk dynamic estimation, the key of RDA:

(4) Using the settlement monitoring data in current
time interval, the PCI and SCC can be calculated
based on the procedure shown in Figure 1.
SCC consists of two-dimensional coordinates and
three control lines, Upper control limit (UCL),
Central line (CL), and Lower control limit (LCL).
*e horizontal coordinate shows time points, and
the vertical coordinate shows the corresponding
statistical quantity of process evolution. UCL and
LCL are the boundaries of small probability; CL is
the center of statistical quantity. *ey can be cal-
culated based on the 3sigma (3σ) criterion and the
statistical inference. *ese are as follows.

UCL � μ + 3σ,

CL � μ,

LCL � μ − 3σ,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(1)

where µ and s are the mean and standard deviation of
parameters corresponding with process evolution, re-
spectively. *e calculation methods of µ and s are
different for different SCC.
PCI can be calculated as follows.

M �
CVmax + CVmin

2
,

D � CVmax − CVmin,

k � 2 ·
|μ − M|

D
,

B � 6 · σSe,

Cpk � (1 − k) ·
D

B
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where CVmax and CVmin are the upper bound and
the lower bound of the parameters of process evo-
lution, respectively. *e k is called the deviation ratio

of statistical distribution. *e σSe is the statistical
standard deviation of the parameters of process
evolution. Cpk is PCI of the whole process evolution.
*e PCI and SCC will vary dynamically with data
updating.

(5) *e probability distribution of the RLC can be cal-
culated using PCI as follows.

Fpro � Φ − 3(1 + k) · Cpk  +Φ − 3(1 − k) · Cpk .

(3)

(6) *e characteristics of risk variation can be identified
according to SCC.
*e process is considered to be stable and controlled
if all the statistical quantity of process evolution in
the whole process are in the interval [LCL, UCL].
Part C: Risk dynamic analysis, the goal of RDA:

(7) RLA and RVI in the current time interval can be
executed based on the PCI and the SCC. *ese steps
are repeated based on the procedure shown in
Figure 1.

(8) According to RLA and RVI, the corresponding
measures for reducing risk can be ascertained.

4. Case Study of a Metro Shield Tunnel

In this study, an RDA method for metro construction is
proposed using SPC. Yet, the practicability and advantages
of this method must be tested and verified before it is ap-
plied. Here, an actual metro construction project completed
is analyzed by using an RDA method, in order to test and
verify this method.

4.1. Project Overview. A metro shield tunnel project is se-
lected. *is project is “Tianqiao-Yongdingmen Wai” tunnel
interval of Beijing Metro Line 8. Shield construction exca-
vated two parallel tunnels from north to south. *e axes of
tunnels are parallel with the Yongdingmen Wai road. As
shown in Figure 2, the tunnels are across under the railway
bridge of Beijing-Tianjin intercity railway in the interval
(K34 + 734.321∼K34 + 767.547) of right tunnel and the in-
terval (K34 + 733.111∼K34+ 766.197) of left tunnel. *is is a
typical environmental risk problem.

4.2. Risk Identification. Beijing-Tianjin intercity railway is a
high-speed railway. *e design speed of this railway is
350 km/h. *e smoothness of railway track is highly
demanded. *e shield construction must cause some settle-
ment. *e settlement affects the bridge structure and
smoothness of railway tracks, and so it can reduce safety and
comfort of high-speed trains. So, the settlement caused by the
shield constructionmust bemonitored and controlled strictly.

In this project, therefore, the engineering structure
undertaking risks is the railway bridge. *e major risk is the
effect to railway tracks caused by shield construction. Ten
monitoring points for settlement were set in two sides of the
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railway, in order to monitor and control risks, as shown in
Figure 3.

4.3. Normal Settlement Monitoring and Risk Analysis.
During this shield construction, the interval of each tunnel is
called the theoretical effect interval. When the shield ex-
cavation was in this interval, it is believed that the bridge is
affected by the shield construction. In this project, the
theoretical effect intervals are longer than the interval
(K34 + 734.321∼K34 + 767.547) of the right tunnel and the
interval (K34 + 733.111∼K34 + 766.197) of the left tunnel.

*e procedure of settlement monitoring contains three
time intervals: (1) 2017.04.14∼2017.04.23, the excavation was
approaching the theoretical effect interval, and five observation
points in the north were working. (2) 2017.04.24∼2017.05.04,
the excavation was crossing the theoretical effect interval, and
ten observation points were working. (3) 2017.05.05∼2017.06.
15, the excavation had passed through the theoretical effect
interval, and ten observation points were working. *e
monitoring value of every time point shows final settlement of
everyday, and there are 62 time points in total.*ese data show
the process of settlement variation.

For the normal method, the risk level can be evaluated
based on the ratio of the maximum monitoring value to the
threshold [7, 8, 15]. In this engineering project, the risk
evaluation report was compiled by the construction enter-
prise.*e report presented some information as follows.*e
maximum monitoring values of each point are shown in

Excavation
direction

K34 + 733.111

K34 + 734.321

Beijing-Tianjin
intercity railway

K34 + 767.547

K34 + 766.197Yongding
men wai

Road

Figure 2: Plan of shield construction across under Beijing-Tianjin
intercity railway.

DB-77-05
DB-77-04

DB-77-03
DB-77-01

DB-77-02

DB-78-01

DB-78-02
DB-78-03

DB-78-04
DB-78-05

The bridge of
Beijing-Tianjin
intercity railway

Figure 3: Deployment of observation points for settlement
observation.

Obtaining settlement monitoring value of
initial time interval

Obtaining PCI Obtaining SCC

Calculating probability
distribution of every RLC

Identifying
characteristics of risk

variation

RLA and RVI can be executed
Corresponding measures can be ascertained

Adding data of new time
point and deleting data of

original time point
according to time

sequence

Obtaining settlement
value of new time interval

Yes

No

Yes

No

Whether process is stable and controlled

Monitoring risk of subsequent use of SCC

Whether process is stable and controlled

Continuity for monitoring

Updating
settlement data

Figure 1: *e procedure of RDA.
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Table 1. According to [27, 28], the threshold of settlement is
− 15mm∼15mm. *e ratios of the maximum monitoring
value to the threshold are all less than 0.5. As a result, the
consequence of this environmental risk analysis is that the
risk level is acceptable and the risk is controlled.

*e normal method focuses on the maximum moni-
toring values particularly, so it does not consider fully the
whole process of settlement evolution. *e ratio of the
maximum monitoring value to the threshold is defined as
the index of risk level, so the uncertainty of risk cannot be
considered fully.

4.4.4e Risk Analysis of Initial Time Interval. In this section,
the monitoring data of the initial time interval are obtained.
RDA is carried out based on the RDA procedure. *e initial
time interval contains 1∼10 time points.

4.4.1. 4e Ascertainment of Risk Loss Classification (RLC).
According to the risk identification in Section 4.2, [5, 27, 28],
RLC and the corresponding control threshold can be
ascertained and presented as follows.

As shown in Table 2, when the settlement value exceeds
the corresponding threshold, the failure situation is deemed to
correspond with this RLC. For example, when the settlement
value exceeds − 2mm∼2mm, the RLC is deemed to be “Tiny
settlement for roadbed, Tiny effect for a moving train.”

4.4.2. Identification of Characteristics of Risk Variation
(RVI). RVI aims to ascertain whether risk variation is stable
and controlled. *e characteristics of risk variation can be
ascertained by using the statistical control chart (SCC).

In this paper, SCC can be obtained by using X-R charts.
An X-R chart contains two charts, chart X, and chart R.
Chart R is obtained firstly, and chart X can be obtained if
chart R is stable and controlled.

Here is the procedure for obtaining chart R. In Figure 4,
the range of settlement values in every time point and three
control lines are shown. *e coordinates of UCL, CL, and
LCL are calculated as follows:

UCLR � D4 · AveRe(Se) � 1.666,

CLR � AveRe(Se) � 0.788,

LCLR � D3 · AveRe(Se) � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(4)

where D3 � 0 and D4 � 2.114 are statistical parameters de-
pendent on the number of observation points. AveRe (Se)�

0.788 is the mean of ranges in every time point.
Based on the principle of the SPC method, the process is

considered to be stable and controlled if all the ranges in
whole process are in the interval [LCLR, UCLR]. Chart R in
Figure 4 is stable and controlled based on this principle.

Here is the procedure for obtaining chart X. In Figure 5,
the mean of settlement values in every time point and three
control lines are shown. *e coordinates of UCL, CL, and
LCL are calculated as follows:

Table 1: Maximum settlement values of observation points.

No. of observation
point DB-77-01 DB-77-02 DB-77-03 DB-77-04 DB-77-05 DB-78-01 DB-78-02 DB-78-03 DB-78-04 DB-78-05

Maximum
settlement (mm) − 5.09 − 5.04 − 6.81 − 5.38 − 4.72 − 7.02 − 6.02 − 6.38 − 6.49 − 6.40

Table 2: Risk loss classification and the corresponding settlement control range.

Risk loss classification
Control threshold

Grade Description
Insignificant Tiny settlement for roadbed,tiny effect for a moving train − 2mm∼2mm
Considerable More slight settlement for roadbed, decrease of comfort for a moving train − 5mm∼5mm
Serious Slight settlement for roadbed, less decrease of safety for a moving train − 8mm∼8mm
Severe Obvious settlement for roadbed, decrease of safety for a moving train − 10mm∼10mm
Disastrous More obvious settlement for roadbed, failure of safety for a moving train − 15mm∼15mm
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LCL

CL

0.0
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1.0
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Figure 4: R control chart of initial time interval.
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Figure 5: X control chart of initial time interval.
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Table 3: PCI and corresponding FP of different control ranges.

Control range − 2mm∼2mm − 5mm∼5mm − 8mm∼8mm − 10mm∼10mm − 15mm∼15mm
PCI 0.795 2.304 3.814 4.820 7.336
FP 0.87% 0 0 0 0

Table 4: Consequences of RLA.

Risk loss classification Probability Frequency Risk level
Tiny settlement for roadbed,
Tiny effect for a moving train 0.87% Occasional IV

More slight settlement for roadbed
Decrease of comfort for a moving train 0 Unlikely IV

Slight settlement for roadbed
Less decrease of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely IV

Obvious settlement for roadbed
Decrease of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely III

More obvious settlement for roadbed
Failure of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely III

3. Table of RLA consequences

Risk loss classification Probability Frequency Risk level

Tiny settlement for roadbed
Tiny effect for a moving train 0.87% Occasional IV

More slight settlement for roadbed
Decrease of comfort for a moving train 0 Unlikely IV

Slight settlement for roadbed
Less decrease of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely IV

Obvious settlement for roadbed
Decrease of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely III

More obvious settlement for roadbed
Failure of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely III

4. Risk evaluation conclusion

In this time interval, risk level is IV and negligible. However, settlement variation is effected by systematical factors and risk is unstable
and uncontrolled. Characteristics of settlement variation is reciprocating increase and decrease. �erefore, monitoring frequency should
be increased and safe patrol should be strengthened, and the disadvantage affected by systematical factors should be avoided.

Report of risk dynamic analysis

1. Basic information

Time interval: 2017.04.14~2017.04.23

Monitoring index: settlement of railway roadbed in everyday

Observation point: DB-77-01, DB-77-02, DB-77-03, DB-77-04, DB-77-05

2. Statistical control chart
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Figure 6: Report of risk dynamic analysis in initial time interval.
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UCLX � Ave(Se) + A2 · AveRe(Se) � 0.035,

CLX � Ave(Se) � − 0.420,

LCLX � Ave(Se) − A2 · AveRe(Se) � − 0.874,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(5)

where A2 � 0.577 is statistical parameters dependent on the
number of observation points. Ave (Se)� –0.420 is the mean
of means in every time point.

Similarly, a process is considered to be stable and controlled
if all the means in the whole process are in the interval [LCLX,
UCLX]. Chart X in Figure 5 is unstable and uncontrolled.

RVI has been completed based on the SCC analysis. It is
ascertained that the variation of risks is unstable and un-
controlled in the initial time interval.

4.4.3. 4e Analysis of the Risk Level (RLA). RLA aims to
ascertain the risk level. *e failure probability (FP) of the
settlement value exceeding the control threshold can be

calculated based on PCI. According to the FP, the risk level
can be ascertained.

For example, if the settlement control range is
− 2mm∼2mm, PCI can be calculated based on (2) as follows:

M �
CVmax + CVmin

2
� 0,

D � CVmax − CVmin � 4,

k � 2 ·
|Ave(Se) − M|

D
� 0.210,

B � 6 · σSe � 3.975,

Cpk � (1 − k) ·
D

B
� 0.795.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

3. Table of RLA consequences

Risk loss classification Probability Frequency Risk level

Tiny settlement for roadbed
Tiny effect for a moving train 14.88% Frequent III

More slight settlement for roadbed
Decrease of comfort for a moving train 0.12% Occasional III

Slight settlement for roadbed
Less decrease of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely IV

Obvious settlement for roadbed
Decrease of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely III

More obvious settlement for roadbed
Failure of safety for a moving train 0 Unlikely III

4. Risk evaluation conclusion

In this time interval, risk level is III and acceptable. However, settlement variation is affected by systematical factors and risk is unstable
and uncontrolled. In the whole time interval, downward settlement value increase monotonically obviously. �erefore, monitoring
frequency should be increased and safe patrol should be strengthened, and some settlement control measures must be strictly.

Report of risk dynamic analysis

1. Basic information

Time interval: 2017.04.24~2017.05.03

Monitoring index: settlement of railway roadbed everyday

Observation point: DB-77-01, DB-77-02, DB-77-03, DB-77-04, DB-77-05

2. Statistical control chart
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Figure 7: Report of risk dynamic analysis in time interval of the 10th update.
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*e failure probability that settlement exceeds control
threshold can be calculated based on (3) as follows:

Fpro � Φ − 3(1 + k) · Cpk  +Φ − 3(1 − k) · Cpk  � 0.87%.

(7)

According to the same procedure, PCI of the different
settlement control ranges and the corresponding FP can be
calculated. Consequences are listed in Table 3.

According to the consequences, the probability distri-
bution of every RLC can be calculated. So, the risk level can
be analyzed based on the probability distribution, Classifi-
cation of Frequency and Consequence as well as [5]. *e
consequences of RLA are listed in Table 4.

4.4.4. 4e Risk Evaluation of Initial Time Interval.
According to the abovementioned analyses, the report of risk
dynamic analysis in the time interval can be obtained, as

shown in Figure 6. It contains basic information, two charts,
table of RLA consequences, and risk evaluation conclusion.

4.5. RiskAnalysis of SubsequentTime Interval. In this section,
the monitoring data of the subsequent time interval are
obtained and RDA is carried out. According to the procedure,
the new risk dynamic analysis should be conducted based on
the update of data. RLA, RVI, and the corresponding report
must be updated immediately if the data have a new update,
by using the procedure in Section 4.4. In this paper, the
reports in some new time interval are presented as follows, in
order to test and verify practicability of RDA.

4.5.1. RDA in the Time Interval of the 10th Update. A report
of RDA in this time interval can be obtained as shown in
Figure 7.

Report of risk dynamic analysis

1. Basic information

Time interval: 2017.05.04~2017.05.13

Monitoring index: settlement of railway roadbed everyday

Observation point: DB-77-01, DB-77-02, DB-77-03, DB-77-04, DB-77-05
DB-78-01, DB-78-02, DB-78-03, DB-78-04, DB-78-05

2. Statistical control chart

4. Risk evaluation conclusion

In this time interval, risk level is III and acceptable. However, settlement variation is affected by systematical factors and risk is unstable and
uncontrolled. In the whole time interval, variation of downward settlement value is slight gradually. �erefore, monitoring frequency and safe
patrol have conformed demand, and settlement control measures executed are effective.

Risk loss classification

Tiny settlement for roadbed
Tiny effect for a moving train

More slight settlement for roadbed
Decrease of comfort for a moving train

Slight settlement for roadbed
Less decrease of safety for a moving train

Obvious settlement for roadbed
Decrease of safety for a moving train

More obvious settlement for roadbed
Failure of safety for a moving train

Probability

53.79%

46.21%

0

0

0

Frequency

Frequent
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Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely

Risk level

III

II

IV

III

III

3. Table of RLA consequences
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Figure 8: Report of risk dynamic analysis in time interval of the 20th update.
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As shown in Figure 7, in this time interval, the shield
excavation was crossing gradually the theoretical effect in-
terval. *e risk level and the characteristics of risk variation
can be ascertained. *e risk was increasing obviously. *e
reasonable engineering measures can be ascertained ex-
plicitly. During the actual construction, many control
measures were taken strictly in this time interval, so the
conclusion corresponds with actual engineering.

4.5.2. RDA in the Time Interval of the 20th Update. A report
of RDA in this time interval can be obtained as shown in
Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, in this time interval, the shield
excavation was escaping gradually the theoretical effect
interval. *e risk level and the characteristics of risk vari-
ation can be ascertained.*e risk was increasing slightly and
trended stably. During the actual construction, many control

measures were about to be completed in this time interval.
*e conclusion corresponds with actual engineering, but
also it can indicate the effectiveness of the engineering
measures executed.

4.5.3. RDA in the Time Interval of the 30th Update. A report
of RDA in this time interval can be obtained as shown in
Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, in this time interval, the shield
excavation had escaped from the theoretical effect interval.
*e risk level and the characteristics of risk variation can be
ascertained. *e risk was stable and controlled completely.
During the actual construction, many control measures were
completed in this time interval, so the conclusion can in-
dicate the effectiveness of the engineering measures executed
again.

3. Table of RLA consequences

Risk loss classification

Tiny settlement for roadbed
Tiny effect for a moving train

More slight settlement for roadbed
Decrease of comfort for a moving train

Slight settlement for roadbed
Less decrease of safety for a moving train
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Decrease of safety for a moving train

More obvious settlement for roadbed
Failure of safety for a moving train

Probability

46.48%

53.42%

0.10%

0

0

Frequency
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Unlikely

Unlikely

Risk level

III
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III

III

4. Risk evaluation conclusion

In this time interval risk level is III and acceptable. Moreover settlement variation is affected by only random factors and risk is stable
and controlled. �erefore, monitoring frequency and safe patrol have conformed demand, and settlement control measures have been
executed effectively.
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Figure 9: Report of risk dynamic analysis in time interval of the 30th update.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new RDAmethod for metro construction has
been proposed by using SPC. *is method can evaluate the
risk level by PCI and identify the characteristics of risk
variation by SCC. Risk evaluation can be executed based on
these two aspects. Due to the combination of statistical
inference, this method can consider the dynamic random-
ness of whole risk evolution. *e advantages of this method
are as follows:

(1) *e method can evaluate the risk level based on PCI,
by calculating the probability distribution of risk loss
classification. It combines the classification of fre-
quency and consequence in current codes and
guidelines about risk management. It corresponds
with the concept of risk.

(2) *e method identifies risk variation based on SCC,
so risk control measures can be executed reasonably
and scientifically. In the case study, unstable and
uncontrolled risk variation can be identified ex-
plicitly, so risk control measures to be taken can be
ascertained. Moreover, stable and controlled risk
variation can be identified explicitly when risk
control measures had been taken, so the effectiveness
of risk control measures can be verified.

(3) *is method carries out dynamic risk evaluation
based on the dynamic update of settlement moni-
toring data. In the case study, the risk level and
characteristics of risk variation may vary dynami-
cally with data update during metro construction.

However, the study of this paper is preliminary. *e
following effort aims to apply the method to more engi-
neering construction projects. We believe that the practi-
cability and rationality of this method will be improved as
practical applications are accumulated.
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